Mission statement
Pinngle is building a better-connected world by making the highest standards of quality, reliability, and
privacy accessible to everyone.

Story

The idea for Pinngle was born from the observations of a young professional in the international telecom
industry. After observing how peoples’ communications were being played around with - blocked, sold, or
monitored - he set out to create a messaging app that offered people a trustworthy and reliable way to
communicate. Together with a team of likeminded people, he created Pinngle, a messenger that would be
private and functional almost everywhere.
We ask everyone to join Pinngle, because it’s time we make communication about the people again.
Communication is not a product, it is essential to all life. It can unite us to transform our communities and our
world. Nothing should be able to get between that. No third parties, no political affairs, and no hidden
monetization plans.

Company culture
We’re a team of multinationals who are passionate about the power of communication, and are on a mission
to make telecom faster, safer, and smarter. Other than coffee and afternoon sweets, we’re fueled by big
dreams and five principles:
1.) People come first. People are our #1 priority. We aim to maximize human joy by delivering the highest
standards for call quality, privacy, and (of course) fun.
2.) A borderless world is a better world. The Pinngle community has no borders. We work to serve
everyone, with any device, in any corner of the world.
3.) Communication is essential. Communication is a basic human need. We strive to make it simple and
worry-free for everybody.
4.) Be fearless and authentic. We’re enablers of fearless and authentic expression. Why? Because life is
too short for reservations.
5.) Do more with less. We do the most we can with the least resources. It’s sustainable. It’s practical. It’s the
way of the samurai.

Features
Full Privacy
• End-to-end data encryption
• Serverless architecture
• User data never stored or sold
Public Channels
• Discover and share unique content on channels
• Get instant reach without the judgment of algorithms
• Find co-contributors to diversify your channel’s content
Connect with anyone, anywhere
• Free chats and calls with Pinngle users*
• Virtual numbers for international calls at low monthly rates
• Pinngle-out calls to any phone number at affordable rates
• Compatible even with poor internet connections, including 2G
• Made to function in any country, even if there are attempts to block the app
• Callback feature to get connected even if both users have no internet access**
Clear Call Quality
• Clear voice call quality
• 720px HD video calls
Flexible and Functional
• Share your location and file types of any size
• Quickly share moments with a built-in camera
• Group chats of up to 10,000 people
• Stickers to add dimension to your conversations
• Blocklist feature to block unwanted calls and messages
Light & Convenient
• Light on your phone battery
• Minimal data usage
• Ad-free and spam-free
*Data charges may apply. Contact your provider for details.
**Credit must already be purchased in your account for callback feature to function.

